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Sustainability 

 
Submitted by: David Seaman 
 
6/12/2009 
 
Question:  

 
There has been some publicity for this endeavor, but it is impossible to find the name of 
the contact person or the coordinates for the office. Can someone direct me please? 
 
Rationale: 

 
If this is a real concern of the university, then it needs some visibility. 
 
 
Response: 

 
6/23/2009:  
Michael, 
The University's environmental sustainability manager is Monique Dipple and she is 
housed in the Department of Environmental Safety. Her contact information is 8-7225 or 
moniquedipple@georgiasouthern.edu. Let me know if you have further questions. 
Ron Core 
 
Moore reported that he had received two rfi’s. The first was from David Seaman titled, 
“Sustainability”: “There has been some publicity for this endeavor [meaning 
sustainability], but it is impossible to find the name of the contact person or the 
coordinates for the office. Can someone direct me please?” A number of people were 
willing to direct David, and Dr. Ron Core responded, “Michael, in response to the 
Faculty Senate RFI, the University's environmental sustainability manager is Monique 
Dipple and she is housed in the Department of Environmental Safety.” Dr. Core then 
provided Dipple’s contact information. His response has been posted. 
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